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Brief instructions for the SS-TM-IPC-700 blue cable tester (Wire tracing tone probe) 

 
(1) Connect LAN cable or telephone cable to SS-TM-IPC-700A's UTP port and the blue cable tester's UTP port, 

and then the connecting status, cable type and the sequence of wires as well as the serial number of the cable tester 

kit will be displayed on SS-TM-IPC-700A.  

 
 

(2) Connect the PoE switch to the blue cable tester’s PD port, if the PoE switch supply power via the pin 1236, the 

green indicator will be on, if the PoE switch supply power via the pin 4578, the yellow indicator will be on, if 

supply power via 1236 4578, the two indicators will both be on. 
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(3) Cable Search 

 

 

 

Connect test cable or BNC cable to the SS-TM-IPC-700A’s UTP port or its CABLE SCAN (VIDEO OUT) port on 

the bottom. Click icon to enter, click the Number on the screen to adjust audio type. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Press the blue cable tester’s on/off button to turn on the blue cable tester, then use its copper pointer to touch all 

the cables in the bundle you are searching at the other end. The cable that gives off the loudest tone is the cable 

connected to SS-TM-IPC-700A. Press the + or – buttons on your blue cable tester to adjust the volume 

LED Lamp on/ off 

Invoice + 

Invoice – 

Blue cable tester on/off 
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Note: Install two AAA batteries in your blue cable tester. (Not Included) 

 

Note: While the cable tester is receiving the audio signal from SS-TM-IPC-700A, it may be induced into 

adjacent or crossing cables; however, the cable that makes the loudest noise is the one that’s connected to SS-

TM-IPC-700A. Application it’s convenient for people to find out the other end of the cable from the messy 

cables in security maintenance and network engineering. While searching BNC cable, connect one port of the 

alligator clips to the copper core or copper net of the BNC cable, the other one to connect the earth wire  

 Note: The battery of the cable tester must according to corresponding positive pole + and negative pole -

otherwise will damage the tester. 

 Note: While the cable tester is receiving the audio signal from SS-TM-IPC-700A, it may be influenced by 

other signals and make some noise. 


